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Hello and welcome,

Movement is a gift and im
so glad you're HERE.

This ebook is going to
provide you with the
tools you need to make
postive change, whether
you're at a beginner or
odvanced level. Everyone
can benefit from giving back
to their bodies.

This is not about a quick fix.
It's about YOU creating daily
habits and a supple, happy,
healthy body for lasting,
positive change.



MOB I L I T Y  EVERYDAY
Mobility refers to the range
of motion around a joint.
When we refer to joints,
think hips, thoracic spine,
ankles etc.  

For the purpose of this
ebook the movements
provided are passive in
nature and have been
selected to assist you to
make positive change for
movement longevity 
 
I’d like to invite you to
allocate a minimum of 15
minutes a-day, giving back
to your body. 

We all can spare this
amount of time, it’s a
matter of whether or not
you’re willing to prioritise it.

Whilst there are many ways
to treat soft tissue stiffness,
tight muscles and joint
restriction. We will focus on
mobilisation techniques by
way of moving through
passive stretches for periods
of time to create change in
the connective tissue
structures, opening up
joints that have become
stuck, through either
lifestyle and / or 
 occupational habits.

You don’t need any
equipment, however for one
of the stretches if you have
a foam roller amazing, but
i'll give you a hack if not and
you can do from the
comfort of your own home.

Ulimately change is up to
YOU. 

Be patient and listen to
your body, it will always
tell you what it needs. 

If something doesn't feel
right, dont push through,
seek the help of a trusted
professional.



HOW ~ WHEN ~ WHY
HOW Refers to how we do
it. For each of the stretches,
choose the position that
feels best for YOU. Be
present, be patient.

.

WHEN Refers to when to do
it. Ideally this will be at the
end of a long day. If you need
too, do it whilst watching
your favourite TV show.

WHY Refers to why we do it.
Every stretch, will always be
to give back to your body so  
you can continue to do the
things you love 



COUCH  S TRETCH

A favourite hip opener and a wonderful way to reduce stiffness in the front of your hips
& quadriceps. The set-up can take a little getting used to and for some extremely tight
hips / quads it may be a little challenging, please be patient and persist.

Little by little, change will occur. 
.
Key Factors
~No rib flare, think ribs over hip the entire time
~Maintain a neutral spine no excessive arch in the lower back
~Squeeze the glutes to increase awareness  and get deeper into the stretch
~Contract & release, contract & release, making small movements and challenging
hip extension will further increase the slide & glide of the stuck fascia (connective
tissue)
~Keep toes of the knee grounded in plantar flexion (toes pointing up) to facilitate a
stretch of the connective tissue through the front of the leg. 
 
Bang for your buck. Hang out in the stretch for as long as physically feels good (5 mins
each side?!) after doing on one side get up, slowly and safely and go for a little walk,
you’ll notice how loose (lengthened) your leg will feel.

You just grew an inch, well done. Repeat on the other side!
 
Remember
Always relax, breath and definitely don’t make any grimace faces whilst you’re
mobilising. Your body holds onto tension and remembers associated pain! 

HOW Hold the stretch on
each side for a minimum of
2 mins. Start slowly in small
intervals if necessary. 

.

WHEN Ideally this will be at
the end of a long day. If you
need too, do it whilst
watching your favourite TV
show

WHY This stretch will open
up the front of the hip /
quad. Lifestyle habits /
occupation can leave your
hips extremely tight. With
time, this will become your
go to



P I GEON  POSE

Such a powerful stretch, it opens up the hip flexors, glutes as well as lengthens the
hamstrings on the bent leg and the psoas on the entended leg. The psoas is the major
hip flexor that connects the torso to the legs. For people who are desk bound the
psoas can get very tight and short.

For some this position maybe to intense to get into due to the lack of mobility in the
hips, a suitable modification would be to either elevate off a bench / couch or simply
hold a supine pose glute stretch where the level of pressure can be controlled and
applied.
 
With all the positions the contract / release principles apply and you need to focus on
the breath to get deeper into the stretch.

Remember
Always relax, breathe and definitely don’t make any grimace faces whilst you’re
mobilising. Your body holds onto tension and remembers associated pain!

HOW Hold the stretch on
each side for a minimum of
2 mins. Starting slowly in
small intervals if necessary 

.

WHEN Ideally this will be at
the end of a long day. If you
need too, do it whilst
watching your favourite TV
show

WHY This stretch will
lengthen the hamstrings
and hip rotators on the
bent leg and the psoas on
the extended leg



THORAC I C  SP INE

EXTENS ION

These are a great way to incorporate a little mobility into the long head of the triceps
as well as the shoulders and thoracic spine. 

Prolonged sedentary positions may lead to stiffness in the thoracic spine, which can
lead to postural issues and contribute to lower back and neck pain as example. If our
bodies lack the required thoracic mobility it will look for it in other places to
compensate, the low back is an example.
 
Using a chair, bench, or couch you'll need to keep your elbows on the elevated surface
and drive your chest towards to floor. Ideally you'll hold the stretch for a minimum of 2
mins. If you're new to the stretch please be gentle and build up to holding the stretch.

The contract / release principles apply and you need to focus on the breath to get
deeper into the stretch.

Remember
Always relax, breathe and definitely don’t make any grimace faces whilst you’re
mobilising. Your body holds onto tension and remembers associated pain!

HOW Gently move in and
out of the stretch for a
minimum of 2 mins. Using
your breath to drive your
chest deeper toward to
floor each time

.

WHEN This stretch can be
done anytime especially if
you have been seated for a
long period of time

WHY This stretch will open
up a stiff, stuck upper / mid
back. As well as stretch out
your triceps which you
might not have realised
needed some love



THORAC I C  TOWEL  /

ROL LER  S TRETCH

Mobility and flexibility through the spine is absolutely vital for pain- free movement. The
thoracic towel / roller stretch is an excellent way of preventing build up of stiffness and
tightness occurring if performed on a regular/daily basis, it also has the added benefit of
passively opening up through the chest. 

If you have a long foam roller great, but if not, that is ok you can just use a bath towel,
folded in half and rolled tightly. You will also need a pillow or a cushion to support your
head.

Lie down on top of the towel and have your head resting on the pillow. Make sure to
have the top of the towel resting on the area between the neck and the upper back and
the bottom of the towel all way down towards the mid back. If you have a long foam
roller, make sure you lie along it with your head resting on one end of the roller and your
tail bone on the other. Allow the arms to fall out to the side, palms facing up.

Knees bent to approx. 90 deg. taking big deep breaths in, on the exhale, flatten your
spine into the towel / roller.

Remember
There shouldn't be any grimace faces on this stretch, just breathe, be present and
imagine your spine sinking into the towel / roller.

HOW With every breath
out, flatten the spine
further into the towel /
roller. Relax the body and
allow the body to be
supoorted. Relax for as
long as you can!

WHEN Please make this
your last stretch / never at
the start - allow your body to
fully rest. Perhaps pop on a
meditation and fully relax

WHY A passive way of
opening up through the
chest and relieve stiffness
through the spine. 



DEEP  SQUAT  S I T

Using a full-depth bodyweight squat is one of the easiest ways to increase the range of
motion at your ankles, improve hip strength & is a full body intergration exercise. Getting
started doesn’t take much, simply drop down into a squat where your hip crease is lower
than the tops of your knees.
 
Initially, you may need to hold onto a table for support and to help pull yourself into
good body alignment. The goal here should be to use support just enough to be able to
get into good positions. Over time, as ankle mobility improves along with the required
strength in the hips, you will be able to sit for long periods of time in a deep squat, feet
flat on the floor with an upright torso without the reliance of holding onto anything.

Remember
Always relax, breathe and definitely don’t make any grimace faces whilst you’re
mobilising. Your body holds onto tension and remembers associated pain!

HOW Focus on your breath
to get deeper into the
squat. Only hold on to
something until you feel
strong enough to hold a
deep squat on your own. I
challenge you to a
minimum of 5 minutes per
day

WHEN Whenever you can fit
it in, how about with your
morning coffee!

WHY This stretch will work
wonders for your overall
mobility, ankle dosiflexion,
hip strength as well as
overall body allignment
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COUCH STRETCH

Target : Hips / Quads
Time: 2 mins e/s

.

PIGEON
POSE 1

Target : Hips flexors / Glutes
Time: 2 mins e/s

.
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SUPINE GLUTE
STRETCH
(Instead of PIGEON POSE)

Target : Hips flexors / Glutes
Time: 2 mins e/s

.

THORACIC SPINE
EXTENSION

Target : Thoracic spine,
shoulders, triceps
Time: 2 mins 

.
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THORACIC 
TOWEL / ROLLER 

Target : Thoracic spine /
chest opener
Time: 5 + mins

.

DEEP SQUAT SIT

Target : Ankle / Hip mobility  
Time: 5 + mins 

.
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